for Janice, she complained that hot springs (that is sitting in them) gave her severe headaches so she could never enjoy these side benefits. Janice's research also included a great deal of experimental work on stream bryophytes and especially on species of Fontinalis. She engineered artificial streams in which she could measure aspects such as temperature and flow rate and related these to actual ecological conditions. Her more recent publications include a wide array of bryophyte topics including bryophyte responses to silviculture, methods in stream ecology, bryophytes and herbivory, metabolic effects in detoxification of copper and cadmium in Sphagnum, and the discovery of new mosses. In 2011, she added a new topic, writing a paper about the effects of climate change on aquatic bryophytes (Glime 2011) .
Another important aspect of Janice's contributions to bryology is her teaching, especially at the graduate level. Many students came to northern Michigan to study with her at Michigan Technological University. Many of them have stayed at her house while completing their studies. One of them, Noris Salazar Allen, a noted bryologist at the University of Panama and the Smithsonian Institute in Panama City, had a Fulbright Postdoctoral Fellowship to study with Janice Glime. She wrote that she was staying in the attic of Janice's house-'At that time there were students of Janice's from China and the Philippines also staying at the house. They helped with the cooking and in this way everyone had the opportunity to try foods from different countries' and 'I enjoyed the many topics, scientific and cultural.' Janice was working on her book and asked Noris to read some chapters. 'I enjoyed reading it and gave her my comments from my experiences in the tropics. I have used her book on the web; it has been of great help to my students and my classes at the University of Panama.'
Robbert Gradstein, secretary-treasurer of IAB from it's beginning in 1969 to 1987 provides his perspective of Janice's contributions as follows:
'Janice has done innumerable services to the international bryological community! They range from first column editorship of The Bryological Times (the 'Techniques Notebook') up to the presidency of the IAB. And not to forget the "Bryonet", which has been running successfully for more than thirty years thanks to Janice. Among her important achievements, there is one that may be less well known and that I would like to recall. It concerns her pioneer contribution to a branch of bryology that might -In some societies, participants on fieldtrips collect frenetically whereas in others they scarcely look at plants and hardly gather a tiny piece…. -Some transform excursions into marathons, other just walk slowly and take much time for conversation….
-In some trips drinking of alcohol is much welcomed while in others participants behave like to Blue Ribbon Army….
-In North America one could benefit a lot from the European model….. Thanks a lot, Janice, for a wonderful job done! Paris, June 1, 2017, Robbert Gradstein.' Barbara Crandall-Stotler provided the following comments.
'My earliest recollections of Janice were of her intense interest in the diversity and ecology of mountain stream bryophytes, and her early studies of Fontinalis. In addition to her published works on bryophyte community structure, which date from her 1966 study of the bryophytes of Camp Whippoorwill, Maryland (Glime 1966) , Janice has also given generously of her time to further interest in bryology by students worldwide. Paramount to her contributions has been the management of Bryonet, an internet discussion group, sponsored by the International Association of Bryologists. Open to anyone who wants to learn about bryophytes, Bryonet has been an important tool for communicating ideas and fostering collaborations among professionals and amateurs interested in bryophytes since 1991. Through the years, she has also served IAB in other capacities; for example, Other colleagues have noted Janice's generosity with her knowledge and time to both students, colleagues, and unknown correspondents. Jeffery Duckett wrote, in addition, 'Janice is deeply loved and admired across the world for her unseen and largely unacknowledged activities over many decades as a constructive reviewer of countless articles, and as a tireless helper and teacher of beginners in bryology. ' We all congratulate Janice on truly being a stalwart contributor to IAB and to all of bryology.
